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Hello again, as I open the Omega Communications
Portal and I bring you together with me, gathering
you up from all around the Earth in this space in the
Station of Light labelled the receiving area, or the
transition area – it’s the same space.
I gather you up again today to be in this space so
that the energy around you and throughout you will
be sorted out, will be strengthened, in whatever way
that you need it to be, and as that happens you will
be receiving information and energy which you will
be needing at this time – whenever you link in with
this message.
So, enjoy this time that we have, out of time and
space, in this receiving area of the Station of Light.
I step back to allow the Beings who support each
and every one of us to come to us today.

I have many energy systems to organise around
you and through you and for you, so each segment
of this transmission, and every transmission, helps
you to be more complete, because it helps you to
expand back into the energy of Source Energy and
your Point of Origin and of course that is everything
that is appropriate for you in this current lifetime
pattern. It is always, and also appropriate in other
lifetime phases, but directly coming to you at this
time, you are able to adjust your own individual
frequency so that you can be immersed in the
particular resonating level that is for you to bring into
your current lifetime.
It is important for you to realise that you are doing
this for you. You are doing it in cooperation with the
higher aspect of yourself stationed here in this
Station. This allows you a more accurate and clear
connection, when you realise there is the higher
aspect of you present in this Station, always has
been, all throughout all of your lifetime systems and
experiences. During the moments in your current
life experience when you felt you were uplifted and
suffused with light in any way, when you feel perfect
in every way, you are fully in connection with your
higher self aspect and everything that you are
drawing to you from your Point of Origin.
In your visitations to the Station here, all of this is
being reinforced in you and it allows the pathways
in your particular energy systems and physicality
systems to be strengthened to enable the
absorption of this higher energy frequency.
Absorbing the higher energy frequency then allows
you to spend more time in the Earth Light City
Energy structure. That also serves to imprint in your
energy system what you would be experiencing. In
many times you might say this is future and at other
times when you are feeling fully immersed in the
energy, it is current, it is present, it is there.

You will understand this because as we are bringing
these words to you, the energy within the words and
around the words – infinite energy – is all that you are
and you are present in this energy system of
Creation for you.
You can utilise this to help you make decisions to
help you make choices in your current life pattern.
You can do this because you know it is part of you
already. Your higher self is already assisting you in
making those choices.
The enjoyment is for you to understand that and to
allow the process to be part of your life now.
Moving you deeper into a communication chamber
within the Station, we want you to observe there is
a correction and sorting out within several timelines
that are existing upon the planet at this time.
Perhaps you observe some of the fighting that
occurs and perhaps you would question why it
continues, because it seems to be relative to the
past and that is indeed a different timeline that is
superimposed and enacting within the current
timeline.
You also would be aware of areas where there is
harmony amongst people, where there is support,
where there is upliftment and joy. That is what is
needed in the present awareness and configuration
of the energy matrix of civilisation. To assist you to
be within that, we are continuing the process of
working with your energy matrix and as that is
strengthened and aligned with the resonating
frequency coming from Earth Light City, then this is
the part you are naturally drawn into in these
sessions.
You become suffused in the energy when you
respond to the impulse to tune back into the
sessions.
Then you can continue supporting yourself in your
surroundings very easily, in ways that will flow when
you draw to you the people who can assist you
when it is needed,

and it draws you to the people you can interact with
in a positive connection. So, it is all coming from
your alignment, your connection, to the Point of
Origin.

established in the planet’s system here, so this is
part of what is being adjusted, even in your timeline,
even in the energy matrix around the Earth – it is all
overseen and assisted.

As we are delivering these words to you within the
energy, you will be sensing the energy changing
around you and in this particular aspect, it is
different layers which pertain to different items, to
different aspects of the entire unit that is you. The
layers being adjusted and receiving energy allow
you to be perfectly in harmony with the frequency of
the Earth Light City.

Many of you hold the thought, or have the thought,
that there is improvement occurring, there is
alignment with a better state of consciousness. As
you do that, it is drawing that in around you and you
receive that thought, or impulse, from the higher
aspect of Self which is in a greater clearer
communication to Source Energy. So you see the
process that is involved? The process is likened to
a mechanism because it involves one aspect
changing, and another aspect changing and
another one integrating it, and that is what we call
the mechanism. Some of you will also be sensing
that as the DNA mechanism – the energy DNA
mechanism working precisely in accordance with
aspects of Creation through different dimensions
working.

You are becoming familiar with working with energy
systems in your own life pattern. Energy systems
are those that support life and there are many of
those, because you are a living organic type
machine, or operating organism, then it is the
energy systems of what you take into it that support
you and around you from the environment. It is
provided there, you see. It was established – the
environment was established before you entered
into the Earth system. The environment was
established in connection with the elements of air
and water, of light and earth.
During this change in energy frequency, many of
these systems are being upgraded, even within the
plant life and the mineral life. You will become
aware of that with what you take into your body.
Many of you will be seeing the structure that is what
you take into your body. The vibration of it is
important for you and necessary for the ongoing
fulfilment of you, for the integration of the greater
pattern for you. The greater pattern you are taking
in also allows clearer communication with
dimensions that are supporting the planet and you.
We include this Station of Light in those dimensions
that are supporting you.
Everything in creation around the Earth is being
upgraded. This is as a result of a shift in the
incoming flows of energy from beyond the planet
that you are all being immersed in and there is also
the involvement of what has been already

This is bringing to you more energy and information
which you are aware of in your core awareness – the
core consciousness existing as you.
And this is the message for you at this time. Draw it
completely into you, allowing it to work through all
of your energy systems.

Orem withdraws and I am back with you,
Lani speaking, filled with all of the impressions and
experience involved in this session. In this out of
time and Earth construct, there is a huge amount of
existence that we each are experiencing.
It is an individual process of what you respond to.
Many of you will be trying to identify it with logic and
mental identification. I feel it is more than that. I feel
it is the feeling, the joy, the enlightenment, that is
the process.
Now it is time to bring all of this back into your body,
so feel you are connecting the many layers of this
light energy information system back into this
present physical body that you have.
I would love to hear from you if you are feeling you
are being rejuvenated or helped in any way. Just
send me a thought perhaps, as you listen to this.
Together we are evolving and evolving the Earth
Light City.
Now, do make sure you are fully connected and
back in the present, in the present moment, as you
listen to this, and we will continue with more
transmissions and experiences.

And thus it is done – and thus I bring your attention
and your presence back into the receiving area of
the Station.

Thank you at this time, and I close the Omega
Portal.

These short immersions in the Station are making
adjustments for you and these will be smooth for
you, as you continue to work with the energy and
information.

Lani

All is in order

Orem out “
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